If you want to tailor your technology to fit your organization’s needs, it has to be custom configured. That takes time and expertise that your organization may not have. Fortunately, CDW Configuration Services can help. Whether it’s single-device provisioning, multisite deployments, or fully configured racks for data centers, we are your partner for any kind of configuration project.

Technology that’s ready on arrival, orchestrated by CDW.

Our specialists work with more than $1 billion worth of products per year and can perform more than 10,000 custom configurations per day.

CHALLENGES

So Much Technology, So Little Time

Configuring new technology purchases is important, but it’s also time-consuming. If you don’t do it correctly, you could lose productivity — and break your budget. Here’s what you’re up against:

UNNECESSARY RISK: It’s imperative that the people who manage your configuration be experienced and deeply knowledgeable. If they’re not, you can easily fall off schedule, leading to loss of revenue and productivity.

TIME CONSTRAINTS: In–house staff are unlikely to have the experience necessary for a configuration project, resulting in slower, less efficient deployments. Plus, configuration takes time away from higher-level projects.

FINANCIAL CHALLENGES: It’s not uncommon for new technology to arrive with issues that need to be resolved. When replacing problematic equipment, the shipping costs alone can become a serious budgetary concern.

MULTISITE COMPLICATIONS: Organizations with multiple locations have to either send their configuration team to each of their sites or reship their devices to secondary locations after configuring them in–house. Both options are a financial and logistical headache.

INEFFECTIVE PARTNERS: Often, outside consultants can take just as long to complete a configuration project as your IT team. In addition, they may not have the vendor relationships you need to keep your project moving if your equipment is DOA (dead or defective on arrival).
Ask your account manager how CDW can put our Configuration Services to work for you.